ALPHABETICAL CONTENTS BY COMPOSER

ADAM, ADOLPHE
20 O HOLY NIGHT (Canons de Noël)

ADAMS, STEPHEN
20 THE HOLY CITY

ALBINONI, TUMASO GIOVANNI
22 ADAGIO IN G MINOR

ANONYMOUS
22 DONA NOBIS PACEM (canons)
22 DRINK TO ME ONLY WITH THINE EYES

ARDITI, LUIGI
23 IL BACIO (The Kiss)

ARENSKY, ANTON
24 WALTZ

BACH, JOHANN SEBASTIAN
24 AIR ON THE G STRING
25 AIR
26 BIST DU BEI MIR
26 BRANDENBURG CONCERTO No. 1 in F First Movement Theme
27 BRANDENBURG CONCERTO No. 1 in F Second Movement Theme
27 BRANDENBURG CONCERTO No. 1 in F Third Movement Theme
28 BRANDENBURG CONCERTO No. 1 in F Minuet
28 BRANDENBURG CONCERTO No. 1 in F Polonaise
29 BRANDENBURG CONCERTO No. 2 in F First Movement Theme
29 BRANDENBURG CONCERTO No. 2 in F Second Movement Theme
30 BRANDENBURG CONCERTO No. 2 in F Third Movement Theme
30 BRANDENBURG CONCERTO No. 3 in G Second Movement Theme
31 BRANDENBURG CONCERTO No. 4 in G First Movement Theme
31 BRANDENBURG CONCERTO No. 4 in G Third Movement Theme
32 BRANDENBURG CONCERTO No. 5 in D First Movement, Opening Theme
32 BRANDENBURG CONCERTO No. 5 in D Second Movement Theme (Opening)
32 BRANDENBURG CONCERTO No. 5 in D Third Movement Theme
35 BRANDENBURG CONCERTO No. 6 in G First Movement Theme
34 BRANDENBURG CONCERTO No. 6 in G Third Movement Theme
34 CHRIST LAG IN TODESBRANDEN Chorale from Christmas No. 4
35 COME, SWEET DEATH (Komm, süßer Tod)
34 ENGLISH SUITE No. 3 Gavotte 1
35 FANTASIA in G MINOR (Introduction)
35 FUGUE in C MINOR from The Well Tempered Clavier Book 1
35 JESU, JOY OF MAN'S DESIRE from Christmas No. 147
36 LITTLE FUGUE in G MINOR Fugue Theme
37 MARCH in D MAJOR from The Anna Magdalena Notebook
37 MINUET in G MAJOR from The Anna Magdalena Notebook
38 MINUET in G MAJOR from The Anna Magdalena Notebook
38 MUSIKETTE in D MAJOR from The Anna Magdalena Notebook
38 MY HEART EVER FAITHFUL (Mens clavigibus terre, fröhliche)
40 O JESUS SESS
40 PARTITA No. 1 Minuet
41 PARTITA No. 1 For VIOLIN SOLO Bourrée
42 PARTITA No. 3 For VIOLIN SOLO Preludio
45 PARTITA No. 3 For VIOLIN SOLO Courante en Rondondou
39 SHEEP MAY SAFEZY GRAZODI from Christmas No. 208
44 SONATA No. 1 for VIOLIN SOLO Presto
46 SONATA No. 3 for VIOLIN SOLO Allegro
48 SUITE in E MINOR for LUTE Bourrée
49 SUITE No. 1 for CELLO SOLO Prelude
56 SUITE No. 2 for CELLO SOLO ViolinTheme
58 SUITE No. 3 for CELLO SOLO Bourrée I
59 SUITE No. 3 for CELLO SOLO Bourrée II
51 SUITE No. 4 for CELLO SOLO Bourrée I
51 SUITE No. 4 for CELLO SOLO Bourrée II
52 TOCCATA AND FUGUE in D MAJOR
53 TWO-PART INVENTION in D MINOR
55 TWO-PART INVENTION in A MINOR
56 TWO-PART INVENTION in C MAJOR

BACHMANN, G.
56 LES SYMPHONIES

BEETHOVEN, LUDWIG VAN
57 ECOSSAISE
57 PUR ELLE
58 MINUET IN D G

BACHMANN, F. DE.
58 PIANO CONCERTO No. 5 in E MAJOR, Op. 73 (Emperor)
First Movement Theme
60 PIANO SONATA No. 1 in F MINOR Op. 2, No. 1 First Movement Theme
60 PIANO SONATA No. 1 in F MINOR Op. 2, No. 1 Second Movement Theme
60 PIANO SONATA No. 1 in F MINOR Op. 2, No. 1 Fourth Movement Theme
62 PIANO SONATA No. 8 in C MINOR (Pathétique) Op. 13 First Movement Theme
62 PIANO SONATA No. 8 in C MINOR (Pathétique) Op. 13 Second Movement Theme
62 PIANO SONATA No. 8 in C MINOR (Pathétique) Op. 13 Third Movement Theme
64 PIANO SONATA No. 14 in C MINOR (Moonlight) Op. 27, No. 2
First Movement Theme
63 PIANO SONATA No. 14 in G MINOR (Moonlight) Op. 27, No. 2
Second Movement Theme
65 PIANO SONATA No. 15 in D MAJOR (Pastoral) Op. 28 First Movement Theme
65 PIANO SONATA No. 19 in C MINOR Op. 49 First Movement Theme
66 PIANO SONATA No. 19 in G MINOR Op. 49 Second Movement Theme
66 PIANO SONATA No. 21 in C MAJOR Op. 53 (Waldstein) Op. 53 First Movement Theme
66 PIANO SONATINA No. 1 First Movement Theme
67 ROXOLO A CAPRIOCO (Rage over a Lost Penny) Op. 129, Pathetique
67 SYMPHONY No. 1 in C MAJOR First Movement Theme
68 SYMPHONY No. 1 in C Op. 21 Second Movement Theme
68 SYMPHONY No. 1 in C Op. 21 Third Movement Theme
69 SYMPHONY No. 1 in C Op. 21 Fourth Movement Theme
69 SYMPHONY No. 2 in D Op. 36 First Movement Theme
70 SYMPHONY No. 2 in D Op. 36 Second Movement Theme
70 SYMPHONY No. 2 in D, Op. 36 Third Movement Theme
70 SYMPHONY No. 2 in D, Op. 36 Fourth Movement Theme
70 SYMPHONY No. 3 in B MAJOR (Emperor) First Movement Theme
72 SYMPHONY No. 3 in F MAJOR (Eroica) Second Movement Theme
73 SYMPHONY No. 3 in F MAJOR (Eroica) Third Movement Theme
73 SYMPHONY No. 3 in F MAJOR (Eroica) Fourth Movement Theme
74 SYMPHONY No. 4 in B flat Op. 60 First Movement Theme
74 SYMPHONY No. 4 in B flat Op. 60 Second Movement Theme
74 SYMPHONY No. 4 in B flat Op. 60 Third Movement Theme
74 SYMPHONY No. 4 in B flat Op. 60 Fourth Movement Theme
75 SYMPHONY No. 5 in C MAJOR Op. 67 First Movement Theme
76 SYMPHONY No. 5 in C MINOR Second Movement Theme
77 SYMPHONY No. 5 in C MINOR Third Movement Theme
77 SYMPHONY No. 5 in C MINOR Fourth Movement Theme
78 SYMPHONY No. 6 in F MAJOR (Pastoral) First Movement Theme
78 SYMPHONY No. 6 in F Op. 68 (Pastoral) Second Movement Theme
78 SYMPHONY No. 6 in F MAJOR (Pastoral) Third Movement Theme
79 SYMPHONY No. 6 in F Op. 68 (Pastoral) Fourth Movement Theme
80 SYMPHONY No. 6 in F Op. 68 (Pastoral) Fifth Movement Theme
80 SYMPHONY No. 7 in A MAJOR First Movement Theme
81 SYMPHONY No. 7 in A MAJOR Second Movement Theme
81 SYMPHONY No. 7 in A Op. 92 Third Movement Theme
82 SYMPHONY No. 7 in A Op. 92 Fourth Movement Theme
82 SYMPHONY No. 8 in F Op. 93 First Movement Theme
82 SYMPHONY No. 8 in F Op. 93 Second Movement Theme
82 SYMPHONY No. 8 in F Op. 93 Third Movement Theme
83 SYMPHONY No. 8 in F Op. 93 Fourth Movement Theme
83 SYMPHONY No. 9 in D Op. 125 First Movement Theme
83 SYMPHONY No. 9 in D Op. 125 Second Movement Theme
84 SYMPHONY No. 9 in D Op. 125 Third Movement Theme
84 SYMPHONY No. 9 in D Op. 125 Fourth Movement Theme
84 SYMPHONY No. 9 in D Op. 125 "Ode to Joy" Theme
84 TURKISH MARCH from The Ruins of Athens
85 VIOLIN CONCERTO in D MAJOR, Op. 64 Third Movement Theme

BENEDICT, JULIUS
86 CARNIVAL OF VENICE

BERLIOZ, HECTOR
86 RAMOSZI MARCH

BILLANDELLE, FERI ET M.
87 WHEN JESUS WEPT
BIZET, GEORGES
88 AGNUS DEI
89 CARMEN Entr'acte to Act III
90 SABATINI from L'Arlesienne
91 HABANERA from Carmen
90 LA FLEUR QUE TU M'AVAS JETÉE from Carmen
91 OVERTURE TO CARMEN Selected Themes
92 SEGUIDILLA from Carmen
93 TOREADOR SONG from Carmen

BOCHERINI, LUIGI
94 MILLET from String Quartet

BONONCINI, GIOVANNI BATTISTA
95 PER LA GLORIA D'ADORARVI

BORODIN, ALEXANDER
95 FIRST THEME FROM POLYETZIAN DANCES from Prince Igor
96 NOCTURNE from String Quartet No. 2

BOURGEOIS, LOUIS
96 DOXOLOGIOS

BRAHMS, JOHANNES
96 ACADEMIC FESTIVAL OVERTURE Theme
100 BALLADE in G MINOR Op. 118, No. 3
98 HOW LOVELY IS THY DWELLING PLACE from A German Requiem
97 HUNGARIAN DANCE No. 1
97 HUNGARIAN DANCE No. 5
100 INTERMEZZO in C Minor Op. 117, No. 5
101 INTERMEZZO in A Major, Op. 118, No. 2
97 LULLY (Wegeler)
101 PIANO CONCERTO No. 2 First Movement Theme
102 SYMPHONY No. 1 in C Minor First Movement Theme
102 SYMPHONY No. 1 in C Minor Second Movement Theme
103 SYMPHONY No. 1 in C Minor Third Movement Theme
103 SYMPHONY No. 1 in C Minor Fourth Movement Theme
104 SYMPHONY No. 2 in D First Movement Theme
104 SYMPHONY No. 2 in D Second Movement Theme
104 SYMPHONY No. 2 in D Third Movement Theme
105 SYMPHONY No. 2 in D Fourth Movement Theme
105 SYMPHONY No. 3 in F First Movement Theme
105 SYMPHONY No. 3 in F Second Movement Theme
106 SYMPHONY No. 3 in F Third Movement Theme
106 SYMPHONY No. 3 in F Fourth Movement Theme
106 SYMPHONY No. 4 in E Minor First Movement Theme
107 SYMPHONY No. 4 in E Minor Second Movement Theme
107 SYMPHONY No. 4 in E Minor Third Movement Theme
108 SYMPHONY No. 4 in E Minor Fourth Movement Theme
108 WALTZ in B Major Op. 39, No. 1
110 WALTZ in E Major Op. 39, No. 2
110 WALTZ in E Minor Op. 39, No. 4
109 WALTZ in A Major Op. 39, No. 15
111 WE MELODEN

BRITISH FOLKSONG
112 LONDON DERRY AIR

C

CACCINI, GIULIO
112 AMARILLI, MIA BELLA

CALDARA, ANTONIO
113 SEBBIN, CRUDELE

CAREY, HENRY
113 AMERICA (GOD SAVE THE QUEEN)

CATALANI, ALFREDO
114 EBBEN, NANCINO LONTANA from La Wally

CHAMMAH, CECILE
115 SCAFF DANCE

CHOPIN, FREDERIC
115 BALLADE No. 1 in G MINOR, Op. 23
116 BERCEUSE in D MAJOR, Op. 57
116 ETUDE in E MAJOR Op. 10, No. 5
118 ETUDE in G MINOR (Revolutionary Etude) in Op. 10, No. 12
117 ETUDE in C MAJOR, Op. 25, No. 9
118 FANTASIE-IMPROMPTU in G MAJOR
119 GRAND WALTZ in E MAJOR, Op. 18, No. 2
120 FUNERAL MARCH (Marche Funèbre) from Sonatas in B minor
120 MAZURKA in B MAJOR, Op. 7, No. 1
121 MAZURKA in A MAJOR Op. 24, No. 3

121 MAZURKA in D MAJOR Op. 33, No. 2
122 MAZURKA in G MINOR Op. 67, No. 2
122 MAZURKA in A MINOR Op. 67, No. 2
123 MAZURKA in C MAJOR Op. 67, No. 3
123 MAZURKA in A MINOR Op. 67, No. 4
124 NOCTURNE in E MAJOR, Op. 9, No. 2
124 NOCTURNE in F MAJOR Op. 15, No. 2
125 NOCTURNE in G MINOR Op. 15, No. 3
126 NOCTURNE in D MAJOR Op. 27, No. 2
126 NOCTURNE in F MAJOR Op. 55, No. 2
127 POLONIAISE in A MAJOR Op. 40, No. 1 (Militaire)
127 POLONIAISE in A MAJOR Op. 53
128 PRELUDE in E MINOR Op. 28, No. 4
128 PRELUDE in B MINOR Op. 28, No. 6
128 PRELUDE in E MAJOR Op. 28, No. 7
128 PRELUDE in D MAJOR Op. 28, No. 15
128 PRELUDE in G MINOR Op. 28, No. 20
129 PRELUDE in G MAJOR Op. 28, No. 22
130 VALSE BRILLIANT From. 34, No. 1
130 WALTZ in C MAJOR Op. 34, No. 2
135 WALTZ in B MAJOR Op. 39, No. 8
135 WALTZ in B MAJOR Op. 64, No. 1 (Minute Waltz)
135 WALTZ in B MAJOR Op. 64, No. 2
135 WALTZ in B MAJOR Op. 69, No. 1
135 WALTZ in B MAJOR Op. 69, No. 2
135 WALTZ Op. Posthannous

CLARKE, JEREMIAH
156 TRUMPET VOLUNTARY

CLEMENTI, MIZIO
156 SONATINA Op. 36, No. 1 First Movement Opening

COTTREAU, THEODORO
156 SANTA LUCIA

COUPERIN, FRANCOIS
137 RONDO

CROFT, WILLIAM
137 O GOD, OUR HELP IN AGES PAST (ST. ANNE)

CRUGER, JOHANN
137 NOW THANK WE ALL OUR GOD (Non duanol alle Gottes)

D

DE CURTIS, ERNESTO
138 COME BACK TO SORRENTO

DELIBES, CLAUDE
138 SARABESQUE No. 1
139 CLAIR DE LUNE from Suite Bergamasque
140 GOLLIWOG'S CASK WALTZ from Children's Corner Suite
141 LA FILLE AUX CHEVEUX DE LIN (The Girl with the Flaxen Hair)
142 LE PETIT NEGRO Opening
142 PRELUDE TO THE AFTERNOON OF A FAUN Opening
142 REVERIE

DELIBES, LEOPH
142 PAS DES FLEURS (Dance of the Flowers)
142 PAS DES VOYERS (Dance of the Veils) from La Source
145 PEZZATO POLKA
143 VALSE LENTE from Syraxis
146 VALSE LENTE from Coppélia

DES PREZ, JOSQUIN
147 IL GRIEGO

DI CAPUA, J.
147 'IL SOLE MIO"

DONAUDY, STEPHANO
148 O DEL MIO AMATO BEN

DONIZETTI, GAETANO
148 UNA FURTIVA LAGRIMA from The Elixir of Love

DOWLAND, JOHN
149 COME AGAIN, SWEET LOVE

DRIGO, RICCARDO
150 SERENADE from Aristotle's	

DURAS, PAUL
150 THE SORcerer's APPRENTICE Principal Theme

DYBRAK, ANTONIN
152 HUMORESQUE

155 LEGEND

151 SLAVONIC DANCE No. 1
E

ELGAR, EDWARD

154 POMPE AND CIRCUMSTANCE MARCH NO. 1
154 SAINT SAVOUR

ENNEBERG, JOHANN

159 SPANNING SONG

ENESCO, GEORGES

156 ROMANIAN Rhapsody No. 1

ENGLISH FOLKSONG

157 LORD RANDALL

ERNEUERTEN GESANGBUCH, 1665

153 ANTHEM TO THE LOVER, THE ALMIGHTY (Lobe den Herren)

F

FAURÉ, GABRIEL

158 APRÈS UN RÊVE (After a Dream)
160 BERCEUSE from the "Dolithic Suite"
159 CHANSON D'AMOUR
160 LYDIA
160 PAVANE

FAURÉ, JEAN-BAPTISTE

161 THE PALM

FERDINANDEZ, C.

162 CIUDAD LINDO

FENICHT, ZDENEK

161 POEME

FLATOW, FRIEDRICH VON

162 MÁFIA (Mafia, Tutt'Amor) (Ach, so Torma) from Martha
162 FRANCK, CÉSAR

163 PAINS ANGELICUS

FRANCE, T.

164 INTERMEZZO BLU

FREDERIC, MARCEL

164 PIERROT

FRENCH CAROL

165 NOW THE GREEN GLADE RESIDES

FUCHS, JULIUS

165 ENTRY OF THE GLADIATORS/THUNDER AND BLAZES

G

GABRIEL, MARIE, J.

166 LA CINQUANTAINE (Golden Wedding)
166 SERENADE BUNIE

GAULTIER, LEONARD

167 LE SECRET

GHYS, HENRI

167 AMARYLLIS

GIARDINI, FELICE DE

168 COME, THOU ALMIGHTY KING

GIBBONS, ORLANDO

168 THE SILVER SWAN

GIORDANI, GIUSEPPE

168 CARO MIO BEND

GINKA, MIKHAIL

169 RUSSLAN AND LYUDMILLA OVERTURE

GLUCK, CHRISTOPH WILHELM VON

170 CITE PARO SENSIBILIS FROM ORFEEO ED EURIDICE
170 CITE PARO SENSIBILIS FROM ORFEEO ED EURIDICE

GOARD, BENJAMIN

170 BERCEUSE FROM JOSÉPHINE

GOSS, JOHN

171 PRAISE MY SOUL, THE KING OF HEAVEN (Lauda Anima)
171 GOSSE, FRANÇOIS

GOSSOTTE

GOUNOD, CHARLES

171 AVANT DE QUITTER CEUX Lieux FROM FAUST
172 AVE MARIA
172 BALLET No. 1 FROM FAUST
175 ENTREAT ME NOT TO LEAVE THEE (Song of Ruth)
174 EUTET-LUI MÈS AVEUX FROM FAUST
174 FINAL TREL FROM FAUST
175 FANTASIA WITH A MARRIAGE FROM FAUST
175 HELLEN SONG FROM FAUST
175 JULIET'S WALTZ SONG FROM ROMEO AND JULIET
178 O DIVINE REDEEMER
178 WALTZ FROM FAUST

GRIEG, EDVARD

179 ALBRECHT FROM LYRIC PIECES, OP. 12
180 ANTRAS DANCE FROM PEER GYNT
180 ALISE'S DEATH FROM PEER GYNT
180 HEG LIKHE DICH (I love You)
180 IN THE HALL OF THE MOUNTAIN KING FROM PEER GYNT
180 THE DANCE FROM LYRIC PIECES, OP. 12
180 LOVE FROM PEER GYNT
180 MOERING FROM PEER GYNT
180 PIANO CONCERTO IN A MINOR Op. 12 FIRST MOVEMENT INTRODUCTION
180 SOLVEIG'S SONG FROM PEER GYNT
180 TROMBA FROM NOVEMBER DANCE, NO. 1
180 WALTZ IN A MINOR FROM LYRIC PIECES, OP. 12
180 WEDDING DAY AT BROLDHAY FROM LYRIC PIECES, OP. 5

H

HANDEL, GEORGES FRIDERIC

186 AIR FROM WATER MUSIC
187 ALLEGRO MAESTOSO FROM WATER MUSIC
188 AWARE MY SOUL, STRETCH EVERY NEPHE
188 BOURREE FROM WATER MUSIC
188 COMFORT YE, MY PEOPLE FROM MELODY
189 FOR UNTO US A CHILD IS BORN FROM MELODY
190 Hallelujah FROM MELODY
192 THE HARMONIUM BLACKSMITH
194 HOPFEN FROM WATER MUSIC
194 I KNOW THAT MY REDEEMER LIVETH FROM MELODY
194 LET THE BRIGHT SERAPHIM FROM SAMSON
194 LARGO (Ombra mai fu) FROM XERES
194 LASCIA CIFTO PIANGA FROM RINALDO
194 OH, HAD I JUBAL'S LYRE FROM JOSHUA
194 PIANO ERIUS MIA FROM GIULIO CESARE
194 REJOICE GREATLY FROM MELODY
194 SOUND AN ALARM FROM JUDAS MACCABEUS
194 THE TRUMPET SHAL SOUND FROM MELODY
194 WHERE'ER YOU 'WALK FROM SEMELE

HARDELOT, GUY D'®

158 BECAUSE

HESSLER, HANS LEO

190 O SACRED HEAD, NOW WOUND

HAYDN, FRANZ JOSEPH

200 GERMAN NATIONAL ANTHEM
200 GYPSY RONDO THEME
200 THE HEAVENS ARE TELLING FROM THE CREATION
200 PIANO SONATA IN D MAJOR FIRST MOVEMENT THEME
200 SURPRISE SYMPHONY SECOND MOVEMENT THEME
200 ST. ANTHONY CHORALE
202 STRING QUARTET NO. 18 SERENADE
202 TRUMPET CONCERTO IN B MAJOR FIRST MOVEMENT THEME
202 TRUMPET CONCERTO IN B MAJOR THIRD MOVEMENT THEME

HAYDN, MICHAEL

203 O WORSHIP THE KING (Lyrics)

HERBERT, VICTOR

204 ABLE MYSTERY OF LIFE FROM NAUGHTY MARIETTA
204 THE AMERICAN GIRL
205 ART IS CALLING FOR ME FROM THE ENCHANTRESS
206 DAGGER DANCE FROM NAUROT
206 GYPSY LOVE SONG
206 INDIAN SUMMER
207 ITALIAN STREET SONG FROM NAUGHTY MARIETTA
208 A KISS IN THE DASS FROM ORANGE BLOSSOMS
MARCH OF THE TOYS from Babes in Toyland
MARCH OF THE TOYS from Babes in Toyland
HEROLD, LOUIS
210 ZAMPA Overture
HOLST, GUSTAV
212 IN THE BLEAK MIDWINTER
HUMPERDINCK, ENGELBERT
212 EVENING PRAYER from Hansel and Gretel
212 PETER'S SONG (Ach wir armen leute) from Hansel and Gretel
213 SUZY, LITTLE SUZY from Hansel and Gretel

IPPOLITTOY-IYANO, MIKHAIL
214 THE SADAR'S PROCESSION
IRISH FOLKSONG
213 THE LAST ROSA OF SUMMER
IVANOVIC, ION
214 DANCE WIVES

JACOBS-BOND, CARRIE
214 I LOVE YOU TRULY

KHATCHATURIAN, ARAM
215 SABRE DANCE
KOCHEK, CONRAD
216 FOR THE BEAUTY OF THE EARTH
KOVEN, REGINALD DE
216 OH PROMISE ME
KREMER, EDWARD
217 WE GATHER TOGETHER

LEHÁR, FRANZ
218 GOLD AND SILVER WALTZ
217 THE MERRY WIDOW WALTZ from The Merry Widow
217 VILLA from The Merry Widow
LEONCIALLO, RUGGERO
220 MATTIGNATA
221 VESEI, LA GRIEGSA from I Pagliacci
LINKE, PAUL
221 GLOW WORM
LISZT, FRANZ
222 HUNGARIAN Rhapsody No. 2
222 LIEBESTRUAM
LULLY, JEAN-BAPTISTE
223 BOIS EPIS
LUTHER, MARTIN
224 A MIGHTY FORTRESS IS OUR GOD (Ein Feste Burg)
LYRA DAVIDICA, 1708
224 CHRIST THE LORD IS RISEN TODAY

MACDOWELL, EDWARD
224 TO A WILD ROSE from Woodland Sketches
MAHLER, GUSTAV
225 SYMPHONY No. 1 Final Movement Theme
226 SYMPHONY No. 5 Adagietto Theme
MARGIS, ALFRED
226 VALSE BLEUE
MARTINI, JEAN PAUL
227 PLACES D'AMOUR
MASCAGNI, PIETRO
228 INTERMEZZO from Cavalleria Rusticana

MASSenet, JULES
228 GAVOTTE from Manon
229 MEDITATION from Thais
MEACHAM, F. W.
229 THE AMERICAN PATRIOT
MEDIEVAL BRITISH FOLKSONG
233 SUMMER IS COMING IN
MEDIEVAL CHRISTIAN CHANT
230 DIES IRAE
230 VICTIMAE PASCHALI LAUDAE
MEDIEVAL FRENCH
231 LET ALL MORTAL FLESH KEEP SILENCE (Picaud)
MENDELSSOHN, FELIX
231 CONSOLATION from Songs Without Words
232 HUNTING SONG from Songs Without Words
233 IF WITH ALL YOUR HEARTS from Elijah
234 O REST IN THE LORD from Elijah
234 O WORD OF GOD INCARNATE
234 SCERIBO IN S. MINOR Op. 16 No. 2
235 SPINNING SONG from Songs Without Words
236 SPRING SONG from Songs Without Words
236 VENETIAN BOATING SONG from Songs Without Words
236 WEEDING MARCH from A Midsummer Night's Dream
MEYERBEER, GIACOMO
237 CORONATION MARCH
237 MONTEVERDI, CLAUDIO
237 L modern
MONTI
238 ODARAS
MOURE, JEAN-JOSEPH
238 BONDEAU
MOZART, WOLFGANG AMADEUS
240 ALELUIA from Exsultate, jubilate
240 AVE VERUM CORPUS
239 CONCERTO FOR CLARINET IN B FLAT MAJOR First Movement Theme
239 CONCERTO FOR CLARINET IN B FLAT MAJOR Second Movement Theme
239 CONCERTO FOR CLARINET IN B FLAT MAJOR Third Movement Theme
242 DEI VENI VII. SINE FERVENTIA from Don Giovanni
243 DEI VENI VI. NON TARDARE from The Marriage of Figaro
244 DER VÖGELFLIEGER BIN ICH JA from The Magic Flute
244 DOVE SONG from The Marriage of Figaro
246 EIN MÄDCHEN ODER WIEBBULCH from The Magic Flute
246 EINE KLEINE NACHTMUSIK First Movement Theme
246 EINE KLEINE NACHTMUSIK Second Movement Theme ('Romance')
246 EINE KLEINE NACHTMUSIK Third Movement Theme ('Minuet')
246 EINE KLEINE NACHTMUSIK Fourth Movement Theme
247 GERMAN DANCE
247 HORN CONCERTO No. 3 IN A FLAT MAJOR K. 447 Third Movement Theme
248 IN DENEN HELLEN HALLEN from The Magic Flute
250 LA CI DAREM LA MANO from Don Giovanni
248 LACRIMOSA from Requiem
251 MINNIE from Don Giovanni
252 MINNIE IN F
252 MINNIE IN G FLAT MAJOR
253 NON PLUS ANDRA from The Marriage of Figaro
254 NON PIU MARRI from The Marriage of Figaro
249 O DISI UNO OSIRIS from The Magic Flute
255 OVERTURE TO DON GIOVANNI Opening
256 OVERTURE TO THE MAGIC FLUTE Opening
256 OVERTURE TO THE MARRIAGE OF FIGARO Opening
257 PIANO CONCERTO IN C MAJOR K. 467 First Movement Theme
258 PIANO CONCERTO IN C MAJOR K. 467 Second Movement Theme
259 PORTRA, AMOR from The Marriage of Figaro
260 SE VIVO BALLARE from The Marriage of Figaro
258 SONATA IN A FLAT MAJOR K. 331 First Movement Theme
261 SONATA IN C MAJOR (Sonata Facie) K. 545 First Movement Theme
261 SONATA IN C MAJOR (Sonata Facie) K. 545 Second Movement Theme
262 SYMPHONY No. 29 IN A FLAT MAJOR K. 201 First Movement Theme
263 SYMPHONY No. 39 IN B FLAT MAJOR Third Movement Theme
264 SYMPHONY No. 40 IN G FLAT MAJOR K. 550 First Movement Theme
264 SYMPHONY No. 40 IN G FLAT MAJOR K. 550 Third Movement, Minuet
264 SYMPHONY No. 40 IN G FLAT MAJOR K. 550 Fourth Movement Theme
265 SYMPHONY No. 41 IN C FLAT MAJOR ('Jupiter') First Movement Opening
265 TURKISH RONDO (Rondo alla Turca) from Sonata K. 331, Third Movement
266 VEDRAL, CARMi from Don Giovanni
266 VIOLIN CONCERTO IN G FLAT MAJOR K. 216 First Movement Theme
VOI CHE SAPETE from The Marriage of Figaro
MUSORSKY, MODESTE

THE GREAT GATE OF KIAI from Pictures at an Exhibition
HOPAK
PRINCENADE from Pictures at an Exhibition

NEIDLINGER, W. H.

THE BIRTHDAY OF A KING
NICOLAI, PHILIPP

O MORNING STAR HOW FAIR AND BRIGHT
WACHET AUF, RUFT UNS DIE STIMME (Wake, Awake)

OCHS, SIGERFRIED

DANK SEI DIR, HERR (Thanks Be to Thee)
OFFENBACH, JACQUES

BARCAROLLE from The Tales of Hoffmann
CABAN
THE DOLL SONG from The Tales of Hoffmann

PADEREWSKI, IGNACY JAN

MINUET IN G
PAGANINI, NICCO

CAPRICIO NO. 24
PAISIELLO, GIOVANNI

NEL COR PIU NON MI SENTO
PALESTRINA, GIOVANNI PIERLUIGI DA

THE STRIFE IS O'ER
PESTALOZZA

CLEREBRIN
PONCHIELLI, AMILCAR

DANCE OF THE HOURS from La Gioconda
PRAETORIUS, MICHAEL

O SPLENDOR OF GOD'S GLORY BRIGHT (Puer Nobis Nascitur)
PROKOFIEV, SERGE

LOVE OF THREE ORANGES MARCH
PEETERS, AND THE WOLF Opening Theme

PSALMODIA EVANGELICA

LIFT UP YOUR HEADS
PUCCINI, GIACOMO

CHI DEL SOGNO DI DORETTA from La Ronde
E LUCIANO LE STELLE from Tosca
THE HUMMING CHORUS from Madame Butterfly
INTERMEZZO from Manon Lescaut
QUANDO MENO VU (Musetta's Waltz Song) from La Bohéme
UN BEL DI VEDREMULO from Madame Butterfly
VIVI D'ARTE from Tosca

PURCELL, HENRY

I ATTEMPT FROM LOVES SICKNESS TO FLY
I'LL SAIL UPON THE DOG STAR
TRUMPET TUNE
WHEN I AM LAYED IN EARTH from Dido and Aeneas

RACHMANINOFF, SERGEI

PIANO CONCERTO NO. 2 in C MINOR First Movement Theme
PIANO CONCERTO NO. 2 in C MINOR Third Movement Theme
PIANO CONCERTO NO. 3 First Movement Theme
PRELUDE IN G MINOR Op. 23, No. 5
SERENADE
RAVEL, MAURICE

PAVANE POUR UNE INFANTE DEFUNTE (Pavane for a Dead Princess)
REGER, MAX

THE VIRGIN'S SLEEPER SONG

RIMSKY-KORSAKOV, NICOLAI

FLIGHT OF THE BUMBLE BEE
SHEHERAZADE Themes from Part One
SHEHERAZADE Themes from Part Two
SHEHERAZADE Themes from Part Three
SONG OF INDIA
RODRIGUEZ, G.

LA COMPARAISTA
ROSAS, JUVENTINO

OVER THE WAVES
ROSSINI, GIACOMINO

LAGO A PIACERE from The Barber of Seville
OVER TO THE BARBER OF SEVILLE
UNA VOCE POCO FA from The Barber of Seville
WILLIAM TELL OVERTURE
RUBinstein, ANTON

MELODY IN F
ROMANCE

SAINT-SAENS, CAMILLE

DANCE MARABE
MON COEUR S'OUVRE A TA VOIX from Samson and Delilah
THE SWAN (Le Cygne) from Carnival of the Animals
SARASATE, PABLO DE

ZIGULAIS (Gypsy Airs)
SCHUBERT, FRIANZ

AS DIE MUSIK (To Music)
AVE MARIA
STANDCHEN (Serenade)
WHO IS SYLVIA?
SCHUMANN, ROBERT

ABOUT STRANGE LANDS AND PEOPLE from Scenes from Childhood
ARABESQUE Op. 18
DU KING AM MEINEN FINGER (The Ring on My Finger)
GRANDFATHER'S DANCE from Puppets Op. 2
THE HAPPY FARMER from Album for the Young Op. 68, No. 10
ICHT GROLLE NACHT
PIANO CONCERTO IN A MINOR First Movement Theme
SOLDIERS' MARCH from Album for the Young Op. 68, No. 2
TRUMMERLI (Boerette) from Scenes from Childhood Op. 15
WEDDING
THE WILD HORSEMAN
SCRIABIN, ALEXANDER

TINSEL IN DJ MONUR
SIBELIUS, JEAN

FINLANDIA
SIECZYSKI, RUDOLF

WEN, DU STADT MEINER TRAUM
SMETANA, BEDRICH

MOLDAU Theme
THEMES FROM THE BARITONE BRIDE
SOUSA, JOHN PHILIP

EL CAPITAN MARCH
GLADIATOR MARCH
HIGH SCHOOL CADETS
KING COTTON
THE LIBERTY BELL
MANHATTAN BEACH MARCH
MARCH OF THE PENROKE
SOMPER ROLLAS
SOUND OFF
THE STARS AND STRIPES FOREVER
THE THUNDERER
THE WASHINGTON POST MARCH
STRAUSS, JOHANN, JR.

THE ARTIST'S LIFE
CHACON A SON GOUT from Die Fledermaus
COLISEUM WALTZES
CZARDAS from Die Fledermaus
DIE FLEDERMAUS WALTZ
EMPEROR WALTZ
KISS WALTZ
THE LAUGHING SONG from Die Fledermaus